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Editorial 

As you will see in this October, 2013 

issue of guide.net, topics ranging from 

halophytes to peacocks are covered. Aim 

of guide.net is twofold; publishing the 

ongoing in-house activities at GUIDE 

and providing a platform for research 

scholars to share their views, research 

results, opinions and field experiences. 

In this context, contributions to guide.net 

reflect the research trend and researcher's 

mindset towards present issues vis-a-vis 

ecology and environment at regional and 

national levels. Of special importance in 

this issue is the write-up on Shri Thakar 

Jaykrishna Indraji, the only home grown 

taxonomist from Kachchh whose 

invaluable contribution to modern day 

taxonomy has been brought rightly by 

Dr. Rohit Kumar of GUIDE. 

Unfortunately, his rich works are yet to 

be fully recognised by present day 

botanists. 

Comparing other regions of India, 

scientific investigations on Kachchh' 

ecology and environment seems rather 

limited, despite its broad spectrum 

habitats and ecosystems. Hence, there is 

an urgent need to fill this lacuna. A good 

beginning to bridge this gap could be 

witnessed since the formation and 

functioning of Institutes like GUIDE and 

Kachchh University (KSKV) in 

Kachchh. By all means, environmental 

and ecological research, especially in 

lesser explored areas like Kachchh 

cannot be more emphasized. Similarly, 

as has been pointed out in our earlier 

newsletters, there is an increasing 

appreciation that many of the 

development related environmental 

issues of Kachchh could be addressed 

only through sustained research and 

nurturing a home-grown scientific 

manpower.  

I would like to thank you all at this 

juncture for your continued support and 

contribution to guide.net. Ever since our 

first newsletter during October, 2012, we 

are receiving encouraging response from 

different quarters as evidenced by 

increasing numbers of comments and 

suggestions. I again invite you all to 

share your eco-experiences, 

environmental thoughts and research 

findings with us through guide.net. 

Similar to the earlier editions, I hope you 

will find the present issue also interesting 

and informative. 

 

G.A.Thivakaran 

Editor 

  



આબોહવા પરિવર્તનો 
આપણે ઉનાળામાાં ગરમી અને શિયાળામાાં ઠાંડીનો 
અનભુવ કરીએ છીએ. આ ભભન્ન-ભભન્ન આબોહવાની 
પરરસ્થિશિઓ છે જેનો આપણે અનભુવ કરીએ છીએ. 

થિળ પરની આબોહવા એ સરેરાિ હવામાન છે જેનો 
અનભુવ લાાંબા સમય સધુી િાય છે. થિળ પરની 
આબોહવા શનણાાયક ઘટકો એ એકાંદર વરસાદ, 

સયૂાપ્રકાિ, હવા, ભેજ અને ઉષ્ણિામાન છે. 

હવામાનમાાં પરરવિાનો એકાએક અને નોંધપાત્ર રીિે 
પણ િઈ િકે છે, જ્યારે આબોહવામાાં પરરવિાનો લાાંબા 
સમયે િાય છે અને િેિી ઓછા થપષ્ટ હોય છે. 

ધરિીની આબોહવામાાં પરરવિાનો અને િમામ જીવન 
થવરૂપોમાાં બદલાવો આ પરરવિાનને અનરુૂપ િાય છે. 

જોકે, છેલ્લા ૧૫૦-૨૦૦ વર્ષોમાાં આબોહવા પરરવિાન 
ખબૂજ ઝડપી િાય છે અને અમકુ વનથપશિઓ અને 
પ્રાણી જાિોને િેને અનકૂુળ િવુાં મશુ્કેલ બની ગયુાં છે. 

આ પરરવિાનો જે ઝડપિી િઈ રહ્યા છે િે માટે 
માનવીય પ્રવશૃિઓ જવાબદાર ઠેરવામાાં આવી રહી છે. 

 
 

આબોહવામાાં પરિવર્તનના કાિણો  
આબોહવામાાં પરરવિાનના કારણોને બે વગોમાાં 
શવભાજીિ કરી િકાય છે. 
૧. કુદિર્ી કાિણો 
૨. માનવીર્ કાિણો  
આબોહવામાાં આવર્ા પરિવર્તનો આપણા પિ 
કેવી િીરે્ અસિ કિશે?  

 

ખેર્ી: 
વધિા જિા વથિી વધારાના કારણે ખોરાકની માાંગ 
પણ વધી છે. આના પરીણામે કુદરિી સ્ત્રોિો પર 
દબાણ આવે છે. ઉષ્ણિામાન અને વરસાદના પ્રમાણમાાં 
ફેરફારો િેમજ આબોહવામાાં પરરવિાન ખેિી શવર્ષયક 
ઉપજો પર પ્રત્યક્ષપણે અસર કરિે અને અપ્રત્યક્ષપણે 
જમીનની ગણુવત્તામાાં બદલાવો, ઉપદ્રવો અને 
ભબમારીઓ નોિરિે. એવુાં કહવેાય છે કે અનાજની 
ઉપજ ભારિમાાં ઘટિી જણાઈ રહી છે. આત્યાંશિક 
હવામાન સ્થિશિઓ જેવીકે ઉચ્ચ ઉષ્ણિામાન, ભારે 
વરસાદ, પરૂો, દુકાળો, ઈત્યારદ પેદાિ પર અસર કરિે 

 

 

 

હવામાન:   

ગરમ હવામાન વરસાદના પ્રકારને બદલિે, જેના 
પરરણામે દુકાળો અને પરૂોનુાં પ્રમાણ વધિે, 

રહમનદીઓ અને ધ્રવુીય રહમ પાટો પીગળિે, અને 
જેના પરીણામે દરરયાઈ-થિરમાાં વધારો િિે. છેલ્લા 
િોડા વર્ષોિી ચક્રવાિો અને વાંટોભળયાઓની સાંખ્યામાાં 
િયેલા વધારાને કારણે ઉષ્ણિામાનમાાં પણ પરરવિાન 
િયુાં છે. 

દરિર્ાઈ-સ્ર્િની વદૃ્ધિ:  

આબોહવાના પરરવિાનનુાં એક પરીણામ વધતુાં જત ુાં 
દરરયાઈ-થિર છે. સમદુ્રોનુાં ગરમ િવ,ુ અને રહમનદીઓ 
અને ધ્રવુીય રહમ પાટોના પીગળવાને કારણે એવુાં 
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અનમુાશનિ િાય છે કે હવે પછીની સદીિી સરેરાિ 
દરરયાઈ થિર અંદાજે અડધો મીટર વધિે. દરરયાઈ-

થિરમાાં વશૃધના કારણે િટવિીય શવથિારો પર 
સાંખ્યાબાંધ બાહ્ય અસરો અદ્ભવી િકે છે, જેમાાં પ્રચાંડ પરૂ 
અને ધોવાણને કારણે જમીનનો નાિ, વધિા જિા 
પરૂો, અને મીઠા પાણીના અશિક્રમણનો સમાવેિ િાય 
છે. આ પ્રશિકૂળ રીિે િટવિી ખેિી, પીવાના પાણીના 
સ્ત્રોિો, મત્થય ઉદ્યોગ, માનવીય વસાહિો અને થવાથિય 
પર અસર કરી િકે છે. 

સ્વાસ્થર્:  

હ્રદય-સાંબાંશધિ મરણાધીનિા, શનર્જલીકરણ, ચેપી 
રોગોનો ફેલાવો, કુપોર્ષણ અને જાહરે થવાથિય િાંત્રને 
નકુસાનના વધિા જિા રકથસાઓ દ્વારા શવશ્વવ્યાપી 
ઉષ્ણિામાન વદૃ્ધિ પ્રત્યક્ષપણે માનવીય થવાથિયને 
અસર કરિે. 

જ ાંગલો અને વન્ર્જીવનો:  
કુદરિી પયાાવરણમાાંની વનથપશિઓ અને પ્રાણીઓ એ 
આબોહવા પરરવિાનને ખબૂજ સાંવેદનિીલ હોય છે. જો 
આબોહવા પરરવિાનનુાં દર અશવરિપણે વધતુાં રહિેે, 

િો વનથપશિઓ અને પ્રાણીઓ િેમજ શવશવધ જાિોનો 
શવનાિ િઈ િકે છે. 

વાર્ાતલાપ:   

વાર્ાવિણમાાં આવર્ા બદલાવ જાણવા માટે 
હાલ GUIDE  સાંસ્થા કાર્ત કિે છે.  

વાિાવરણમાાં આવિા બદલાવ જાણવા માટે ગાઈડ 
(GUIDE) સાંથિા કચ્છ જીલ્લાના ત્રણ અલગ અલગ 
શવથિારના ગામો લઈ કાયા કરે છે. જેમાાં ખેિી, 
પશપુાલન, ઘાસચારા શવથિાર, દરરયાઈ શવથિાર, 
ભગૂભા જળ જેવા અલગ અલગ શવર્ષય પર કાયા કરે 
છે. જેમાાં રફલ્ડમાાં જઈ ચચાા કરિા ઘણી બાબિો 
જાણવા મળે છે. ગામ લોકોની સાિે રહી અને િેના 
મિવ્યો લેવાના હોવાિી િેની પાસેિી ઘણી બાબિો 
જાણવા મળે છે. િેમાાં પણ એવા લોકોને મળી અને 
મારહિી એકાંત્ર કરવાની હોય છે કે જે લોકો મોટી 

ઉમરના હોય, કારણ કે િેમની પાસેિી છેલ્લા ૪૦ 
વર્ષોની મારહિી મેળવી િકાય. આ કાયામાાં છેલ્લા ૪૦ 
વર્ષોમાાં વાિાવરણમાાં આવિા ફેરફારિી લોકોના 
જીવનમાાં શ ુબદલાવ આવેલ છે િે જાણવામાાં આવે છે.   

 

 
 

આ કાયા અંિરગિ િા-૨/૯/૨૦૧૩ િી ૩/૯/૨૦૧૩ 
સધુી કોલકિાિી આવેલ શસબાજી બોસ સાિે અલગ 
અલગ ગામની મલુાકાિ િિા શમરટિંગ રાખવામાાં આવી 
હિી. જેમાાં વાિાવરણમાાં આવેલ ફેરફારિી લોકોના 
જીવન પર શ ુ અસર િાય છે. િેની નોધ લેવામાાં 
આવી.    

 
િા-૨/૯/૨૦૧૩ ના રોજ ધ્રોબાણા િિા ભભરાંડીયારા 
ગામમાાં મલુાકિ િિા શમટીંગ કરવામાાં આવી હિી. 
જેમાાં ગાઈડ સાંથિા માાંિી ડો. શવજયકુમાર િિા 
પ્રકાિભાઈ પટેલ સાિે હાજર રહ્યા હિા. જ્યાાં ઘણી 
બાબિ પર ચચાા કરવામાાં આવી હિી. જેમાાં 
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ક્લાઈમેન્ટ ચેન્જ, જળ સાંગ્રહ, િિા પશપુાલન અને 
ઘાસચારા શવથિાર પર ચચાા કરવામાાં આવી હિી. 
િા- ૩/૯/૨૦૧૩ ના રોજ જખૌ ગામમાાં મલુાકાિ 
િિા શમટીંગ કરવામાાં આવી હિી. જેમા ગાઈડ સાંથિા 
માિી શનિંકુજભાઈ ગજેરા હાજર રહ્યા હિા. જ્યા 
માછીમારી િિા ખેિીમાાં આવિા બદલાવ શવિેની 
ચચાા કરવામાાં આવી હિી. જેમાાં પહલેાના ખેિી પાકો 
અને હાલના ખેિી પાકો શવિે જાણકારી મેળવી હિી. 
પાકો અને ખેિીની પધ્ધશિમાાં શ ુબદલાવ આવેલ છે 
િેના શવિે મારહિી મેળવવામાાં આવી હિી. આ 
ઉપરાાંિ દરરયાઈ શવથિારમાાં િિા ચેરીયા ઝાડ શવિેની 

ચચાા કરવામાાં આવી હિી. આમ આ બે રદવસોમાાં 
ગામ લોકો સાિે મળી કોલકિાિી આવેલ શસબાજી 
બોસને િેમજ અમને વાિાવરણમાાં આવિા બદલાવ 
શવિે ઘણી બાબિો જાણવા મળી હિી. 

 
લ 

જયદીપ બી ચૌહાણ, અજય કે ગોહલે 

ગજુરાિ ઈન્સન્થટથયટુ ઓફ ડેઝટા  ઈકોલોજી (ગાઈડ) 

મનુ્દ્રા રોડ, ભજુ- કચ્છ 
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WILDERNESS AND FORESTS: 

OUR LAST BASTIONS OF BIODIVERSITY 

 

 

ECO-BIODIVERSITY 

 

Biodiversity in a given area as "Wilderness that existed there before human 

disturbance or that would exist there if left undisturbed." The early concepts that 

the forests are mere wealth to be exploited have resulted in dwindling biodiversity. 

 

A Natural Ecosystem that existed prior to human encroachment and destruction 

was a complex inter-linked, interacting and interdependent population of plants 

and animals. They became adapted to the geographical and geological peculiarities 

of the habitat and withstood all vagaries of climatic changes. Of all the biomes, the 

forest and wilderness are the best preserved biospheres with maximum species 

diversity.  

 

During present time, most countries have realized that success of biodiversity 

protection will depend ultimately on the quality of the wilderness. In tropical 

regions, the fragmented forest patches still hold the semblance of old pristine 

diversity (OPD) of life forms. The term biodiversity is not just Species Richness; it 

also includes the co-evolutionary bonds evolved over millions of years, such as 

Predator-Prey and Plant-Pollinator Relationships (PPR). 

 

FABULOUS FORESTS  

Forests, whether it is a Rain Forest or Himalayan, Dry or Moist Deciduous are the 

richest habitats with several Plant-Plant or Plant-Animal Associations (PPA & 

PAA). The management of forest then not only should be based on the natural 

Inventory of Biota but also their associations and interactions. The gaps in our 

knowledge that deny success in management practices are due to the lack in 

understanding of the associations and interdependence. We lose both animal and 
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plant species with the Loss of Habitat. "Plants and animals have co-evolved over 

the millennia, and plant reproduction is inextricably tied to wildlife for 

pollination, seed transport, and scarification and cannot separate one from the 

other”. 

 

The life-line of any forest is the course of water flowing through it; a stream or a 

river supports the life forms. Any major shift in natural hydrology creates many 

problems to the biota; such as: 

(1) Water that previously infiltrated into the soil now runs off, failing to replenish 

ground water (2) Streams that once run year-round have become flashier, subject 

to periods of flooding and periods of drought.  

(3) Dropping ground water levels, which reduce the base flow of streams, also 

severely affect vegetation. If adequate levels of recharge are not sustained over 

time, even more dramatic changes in vegetation are likely to occur. Alternating 

periods of drought and high rainfall may become more common in future due to 

global warming. 

 

NATIONAL NEXUS 

India which occupies merely 2% of the geographical area of the World supports 

about 8% of the world's living organisms. India has about 48,000 species of Plants 

and 80,000 species of animals with high level of endemism. This subcontinent has 

also provided a rich genetic pool from which a large number of crop plants were 

derived. Our rich Germ-Plasm Resources (GPR) contributed to the world cereals, 

spices, condiments, tobacco, sugarcane, tea, coffee, fruits and over 1000 species of 

plants with ethno-botanical importance. Around 2000 species of medicinal plants 

have been used in the preparation of medicines. The country also has a range of 

indigenous livestock which includes breeds of Cattle (27), buffaloes (8), sheep 

(40), goats (22), camels (8), horses (6), donkeys (2) and poultry (18). 
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India can be proud of its national biological heritage that includes several unique 

species of plants and animals. Of the 18 recognized 'Hot Spots' of the world, India 

has Two (2) the eastern Himalaya and the Western Ghats. India has about 10 Bio-

geographical Zones with distinct geographical and biological characteristics.  

 

REGIONAL RAGA 

Gujarat has vast areas of land that are drought prone, severity of which varies from 

year to year. The decline in vegetation will increase the pressure on existing forest 

patches, fragmenting the forest stretch even further. Once contiguous forest belts 

of the Eastern Border of Gujarat is now represented by Mixed Scrub Forested 

Patches (MSFP). The movement of species will be further hampered by the 

fragmented condition of the forest. Between these forest patches Human 

Settlements move in further preventing recolonization or even regeneration. The 

first casualty of fragmentation of forests will be trees and animals of the 

Woodlands of Dangs Forest. When the number of trees dwindles the remainders 

become more vulnerable to insects and diseases. These impacts are greatly seen 

now even without climatic changes due to global warming which are yet to 

manifest. 

 

CHALLENGES AHEAD 

A Native Forest Community (NFC) cannot maintain itself without successful 

regeneration of its species which requires successful reproduction and survival at 

the early life stages of the species that make up the community. This process 

called recruitment is not taking place in most of the Forests in Gujarat, which 

contributes to the rapid decline of the Forest Cover. The failures of recruitment are 

due to Exotic Species, Exotic Pathogens, Altered Water Tables (AWT), Pollution, 

Altered Fire Patterns (AFP), changes in populations of Grazing Animals, 

Landscape Fragmentation, and Direct Disturbance by humans. 
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Illegal Grazing of animals in forest areas usually results in removal of the 

Saplings, eventually leading to inadequate Regeneration and Recruitment. When 

exotic species compete with native plants and trees, or where wildlife responsible 

for Pollination and Seed Dispersal are eliminated from the area, regeneration 

becomes inadequate. 

 

One of the most visible aspects of Environment Damage in natural landscapes is 

the spread of Exotic Invasive Vegetation (EIV) that displaces native communities. 

Forests disturbed and fragmented are more vulnerable to invasion. The invasion by 

plants is more frequent than animals. Though not all introduced exotic species 

become invasive, few that become successful can jeopardize the native habitat. 

  

PRISTINE PERCEPTION 

Advances in Economic Biology, Ethnobiology, Socio-Biology, Phyto-

Therapeutics and Zoo-Therapeutics are facilitating use of several known species. 

New Discoveries of species and their direct or indirect uses, as well as their role in 

ecosystem functioning enrich human life and show the possibility of discovering 

many more useful species and their role or use. Genetic Variations within species 

provide an opportunity of Selection of Genetic Resources for the benefit of 

mankind without disturbing the ecosystem. Such realistic possibilities do exist in 

the fields of Medicine, Biological Control of Pests, Biofertilizers etc. Extinction of 

species and genetic diversity would mean loss of such possible future benefits. As 

long as these valuable unknown resources are not valued by mankind, we may 

continue to cause future losses out of ignorance. 

 

Hiren B. Soni 

Assistant Professor  

(Environmental Science) 

Institute of Science & Technology for Advanced Studies & Research (ISTAR) 

Vallabh Vidyanagar – 388 120 (Gujarat) 

E-Mail: drhirenbsoni@gmail.com  
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Jay Krushnaji Inderji 
Thakar: A tribute to an 
ardent ethno-botanist 

Jaykrishna Indraji Thakar was born 

during 1849 in Lakapat, a harbor 

city and a busy trading hub in 

those days located on the 

seashore in the northwestern part 

of Kachchh. A person who had 

little formal education of only up 

to fourth standard, he developed 

immense skill and interest to 

identify plant species with very 

tiny or dry parts of it. Since he 

belonged to a very poor Brahmin 

family, often he had to do menial 

and errand jobs; sometimes he 

worked as cook in sindh province 

of present day Pakistan. In view of 

his knowledge and expertise, he 

got an opportunity to go to 

England but he refused because 

of his love towards the 

motherland.  

Shri Bhagvanlal Inderji, an 

eminent botanist of Gujarat was 

his Guru and under his guidance 

Shri Jaykrishna Indraji obtained his 

enormous knowledge on botany, 

especially on the identification of 

plants and their medicinal uses. 

Besides, he has an inherent 

interest and inquisitiveness about 

plants and their taxonomy.   

During his tenure at Mathura, he 

developed very acute stomach 

pain but he could not find any 

treatment/solution. He went to 

Bhagwanlalji and spent 

sometimes with him. Serving as a 

cook for Bhagvanlalji, he 

discovered his interest in plant 

taxonomy and developed his skill 

to identify different plants and 

their medicinal importance. His 
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remarkable ability to remember 

the name of important medicinal 

plants and their key identification 

characters made him the first 

home breed taxonomist of 

highest order and caliber.  

Once a European Governor of 

Mumbai came to visit the place 

near Nasik and found that Shri 

Jaykrishnaji inhaling the smell of 

Lal Tulsi. The Governor asked him 

the name of that plant and he 

replied; “Sweet Basil”.  The 

prompt reply of Jaykrishnaji 

impressed the Governor who 

realized the depth and extent of 

his botanical knowledge. During 

this time Bhagvanlalji introduced 

him to Dr. Sakharam, Head of 

Botany Department of Grant 

Medical College of Mumbai. 

Afterwards he also came into 

contact with eminent botanists of 

that period like Dr. Campbell, Dr. 

Bulher, Dr. Peterson and Mr. 

Burges. This interaction with them 

further honed his skill as a native 

plant taxonomist whose 

approach to identify plants was 

wholly scientific which surprised 

and impressed all leading plant 

taxonomists of those days.  

Recognizing his knowledge and 

botanical skill, Maharao of 

Porbandar state appointed him 

as a curator for the forests and 

gardens with the salary of Rs. 100 

per month. During his tenure at 

Porbandar state, he published a 

book entitled ”Vansptishastra” 

during 1910 based on his three 

years field research. Interestingly, 

to meet the printing and 

publishing cost of this book, he 

pledged his wife’s ornaments for 

money; a standing proof for his 

commitment to propagate and 

advance the knowledge of 

botany.   

After retirement from the service 

of Porbandar state, he returned 

to his native Kachchh with a 

strong willingness to contribute 

richly for his Matrubhoomi. During 

that time Kachchh Maharao built 

a beautiful palace on the bank of 

the seashore. Due to heavy wind 

velocity, the sand deposit inside 



the palace was intense, reducing 

its aesthetic value and beauty. 

Desperate to control and 

combat the sand coming inside 

the palace and to find a lasting 

solution to this problem, the 

Maharao rightly identified Shri 

Jaykrishna Indraji who developed 

a well planned green-belt 

surrounding the palace to control 

sand deposit inside the palace. 

During his stay at Kachchh he 

published two books entitled, 

“Kachchh Swasthan ni Vansptio 

ane teni upyogita” and Kachchh 

Vruksharopan Mandal which are 

until now used extensively by 

botanists. During his visit to 

Kachchh, Father of the Nation, 

Gandhiji planted a Banyan tree 

on behalf of his organization.    

Shri Jaykrishna Indraji left for 

heavenly abode at a ripe age of 

81 whose knowledge on plant 

taxonomy and ecology is par 

excellence and his works are still 

considered as treasure house of 

plant taxonomy. 

 

Dr. Rohitkumar Patel 

Mr. Bhagirath Paradva 

Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology 

Bhuj-Kachchh 
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Halophytes – A Precious 

Resource of Kachchh Coast 

It is well known that the steadily 

increasing human population puts 

ever more pressure on land and water 

resources. One of the many important 

demands for water, apart from urban, 

industrial and recreational use is 

agriculture. This condition arises as 

consequence of a high rate of 

aggregate demand from all water-

using sectors compared with 

available water for drinking, 

agriculture, livestock and for 

industrial purposes. This demand 

produces water scarcity. Therefore, it 

is imperative to undertake serious 

planning for rational use of available 

freshwater, whose availability is 

rapidly declining day by day in arid 

areas like Kachchh. 

Kachchh district falls under arid 

region with low and erratic rainfall. 

Apart from the shortage of 

freshwater, coastal extent of 406 km 

and intense saline water ingression 

far inland render a significant stretch 

of Kachchh coastal belt saline, where 

density and diversity of halophytes 

are considerable. In this backdrop, 

halophytes could be a precious 

resource for future. Halophytes are 

salt-tolerant plants (micro and macro) 

that can proliferate in seawater or 

brackish waters. Two types, broadly 

classed as coastal and inland (desert), 

can be found in marshes, coastal 

planes, inland lakes, and deserts. Of 

late, many investigations are being 

carried out on how to make use of 

halophytes for different commercial 

purpose and the outcome is quite 

optimistic. 

In coastal and near coastal regions of 

Kachchh, more than 100 plants have 

been recorded by this researcher 

which fall under the category of 

halophytes. Their sustainable 

utilization in all possible but 

environmentally friendly manner will 

be helpful to address the present 

water crisis. There is a need to 

generate awareness on saline 

agriculture of these halophytes in 
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addition to their industrial usage. 

Appropriate agronomic techniques 

for growing saline water irrigated 

crops needs to be developed in a 

sustainable manner and mass 

cultivation of these halophytes could 

serve as a source of vegetable, 

fodder, oilseed crop, medicinal crop 

and so many purposes for the coastal 

community need. The primary 

objective of this article is to generate 

awareness in society and planners 

that salt affected soils and poor 

quality water could be used for 

growing many different halophytes. 

Further, in future utilization of saline 

land and water is an important step 

for arid regions like Kachchh. 

Jagruti Sanghvi 

Scientist- DST Women Scientist 

Scheme 

Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology 

Bhuj-Kachchh  
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વકૃ્ષારોપણ કાયાક્રમ  
વકૃ્ષારોપણ નુાં આયોજન ગજુરાિ ઈન્થટીટયટુ ઓફ ડેઝટા  ઈકોલોજી (ગાઈડ) દ્વારા િારીખ 

૨૪/૦૮/૨૦૧૩, િશનવાર ના રદવસે રાખવામાાં આવેલ. જેમા ગજુરાિ ઈન્થટીટયટુ ઓફ 

ડેઝટા  ઈકોલોજી ના અધ્યક્ષ શ્રી સધુીર માાંકડ સાહબે, શનયામક શ્રી આર. વી. અસારી અને 

સાંયકુિ શનયામક શ્રી ડૉ. શવ. શવજયકુમાર િેમજ અન્ય સાંિોધકો િિા કમાચારીઓ દ્વારા 

વકૃ્ષારોપણ કરવામા આવેલ.  

 
વકૃ્ષ  વાવો   પયાાવરણ  બચાવો 

 ગાઈડ પટાાંગણની જમીન ઘણી જ પથ્િરાળ માટી િર શવહોણી અન ે ગણુવત્તા 

કક્ષામાાં ઘણી જ નબળી છે. છિા પણ પ્રસાંગો પાિ વકૃ્ષારોપણ નુાં આયોજન કરવામાાં આવે 

છે, અરહિંયા ભલિંમડાના વકૃ્ષ વાવેિરની સફળિા પ્રમાણમાાં સારી છે, પરાંત ુ િારીખ 

૨૪/૦૮/૨૦૧૩ ના પ્રસાંગે માનશનય  અધ્યક્ષ શ્રી દ્વારા એક બોરસલ્લી વકૃ્ષના રોપન ુ
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વાવેિર કરેલ છે. આ રોપ ગાાંધીનગરિી લાવવામાાં આવેલ છે. આિા રાખીએ છીએ કે 

કચ્છ શવથિારના વાિાવરણમાાં આ રોપ વકૃ્ષરૂપ ધારણ કરિે, આ ઉપરાાંિ ગગુળ, ચાંપા, 

ભલિંમડા, બદામ વગેરે જેવા વકૃ્ષોન ુપણ વાવેિર કરવામાાં આવેલ છે. 

 

વકૃ્ષોન ુમહત્વ 

હવ ેઆપણે વકૃ્ષોનુાં મહત્વ સમજવા લાગ્યા છીએ.  આિી જ કેટલાાંક સતૂ્રો પ્રચભલિ 

િયા છે : ‘વકૃ્ષો વાવો, જીવન બચાવો’, ‘વકૃ્ષ જર્ન, આબાદ વર્ન’, ‘એક બાળ, એક ઝાડ’, 

‘વકૃ્ષો કાપો ભખેૂ મિો’, વગેરે. આ બધાાં સતૂ્રોમાાં વકૃ્ષોનો મરહમા સચૂવાયો છે. ૫ મી જૂન ‘શવશ્વ 

પયાાવરણરદન’ િરીકે ઊજવાય છે. િે રદવસે વકૃ્ષો અન ેપયાાવરણના રક્ષણ માટેના ઉપાયોની 

ચચાા-શવચારણા િાય છે. િેમાાં વકૃ્ષારોપણને ખબૂ મહત્વ આપવામાાં આવે છે. 
 

 
વકૃ્ષોની ઉપર્ોગીર્ા  

વકૃ્ષો આપણને અનેક રીિ ેઉપયોગી છે. વકૃ્ષોનાાં પણો પ્રકાિસાંશ્લેર્ષણની રક્રયા દ્વારા 

હવાન ે શિુ કરે છે. વકૃ્ષો જાિજાિનાાં ફળો આપે છે. વકૃ્ષોનાાં મભૂળયાાં જમીનનુાં ધોવાણ 

અટકાવ ે છે. વકૃ્ષો રણને આગળ વધતુાં અટકાવે છે. કેટલાાંક વકૃ્ષોના મભૂળયાાં અને પણો 

ઔર્ષશધ િરીકે વપરાય છે. કેટલાાંક વકૃ્ષોનાાં પાન પરડયા-પિરાળાાં બનાવવાના કામમાાં 
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આવે છે. વકૃ્ષો વાદળાાંને ઠાંડા પાડીને વરસાદ લાવવામાાં મદદરૂપ િાય છે. વકૃ્ષોની િીિળ 

છાયામાાં પશઓુ, ખેડિૂો અને વટેમાગુાઓ શવશ્રામ કરે છે. વળી વકૃ્ષો ધરિીની િોભા છે. 

વકૃ્ષો શવનાની ધરિી કેિ શવહોણા િીિ જેવી ઉજ્જડ લાગ ેછે. 

 

વકૃ્ષાિોપણ કાર્તક્રમ કેવી િીરે્ કિાવી શકાર્  

આપણા દેિમાાં વનમહોત્સવ ઊજવાય છે. િે શનશમત્તે ખલુ્લી જગ્યામાાં, રથિાની બાંને 

બાજુએ, શનિાળોમાાં અને પડિર જમીનમાાં વકૃ્ષો વાવવામાાં આવે છે અને િેનુાં જિન 

કરવાનો સાંકલ્પ કરવામાાં આવે છે. આવા કાયાક્રમોમાાં બાળકોને મોટા પ્રમાણમાાં જોડી દરેક 

બાળકન ેએક-એક વકૃ્ષ વાવવાનુાં પ્રોત્સાહન આપવુાં િે ખબૂ જ ઉપયોગી નીવડી િકે. આિી 

વકૃ્ષોની સાંખ્યામાાં વધારો કરી સષૃ્ષ્ટસૌંદયામાાં વધારો કરી િકાિે. વળી હવા, પાણી અને 

અવાજના વધિા જિા પ્રદૂર્ષણના જરટલ પ્રશ્નનુાં શનરાકરણ પણ કરી િકાિે. દરેક બાળકને 

પ્રોત્સાહન આપી આપણે વકૃ્ષોની સાંખ્યા વધારિા જઈએ િો િે સમગ્ર માનવજાશિ માટે 

સૌિી ઉમદા કાયા બની રહિેે. આમ િવાિી પ્રદૂર્ષણનુાં પ્રમાણ ઘટાડી વાિાવરણ સધુારી 

િકાિ.ે આપણે શનશ્ચય કરીએ કે, દરેક વ્યરકિ દર વરે્ષ, એક-એક વકૃ્ષ િો ઉગાડે જ િેિી 

ધરિી લીલીછમ િિે અને પ્રદૂર્ષણ ઘટિે.  
“પ્રદૂર્ષણ નાિવા  મહત્વનો ઉપાય છે વકૃ્ષારોપણ” 

મકેુિ એચ. કોલડીયા અને આર. વી. અસારી  

ગજુરાિ ઈન્થટીટયટુ ઓફ ડેઝટા ઈકોલોજી, ભજુ–કચ્છ  
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Coral Gene Mapping- the 

future of coral monitoring 

I am an environmental enthusiast and 

have been a regular reader of the 

Guide newsletter since its inception. 

In the recent issue of July 2013, I 

came across an article by Mr 

Karthikeyan, K., regarding 

“Environmental Monitoring: Does it 

really pay??” to which I strongly 

support where he has stated that we 

have to change the outlook of mere 

comparison of the data to the past 

data. I would like to add my inputs to 

this with new studies conducted in 

the field of Environmental 

Monitoring. 

 I recently came across an article 

“Construction of a high-resolution 

genetic linkage map and comparative 

genome analysis for the reef-building 

coral Acropora millepora by Shi 

Wang, Lingling Zhang, Eli Meyer 

and Mikhail Matz (Geonome 

Biology, 2009; 

10:R126 doi:10.1186/gb-2009-10-11-

r126) wherein the authors have 

constructed high resolution genetic 

linkage maps and have done 

comparative genome analysis for the 

reef building coral Acropora 

millepora which will help in studying 

the genes responsible for the adaptive 

mechanisms of the corals in the 

changing environment. 

With reference to the corals of Gulf 

of Kachchh, which are in a highly 

stressed environment as one can 

observe if one is a regular visitor of 

the Gulf, due to anthropogenic 

activities like dredging, thermal 

power plants, oil refineries, etc., the 

genome mapping of the local corals 

and subsequent genetic analysis at the 

gene level will lead to a breakthrough 

in the studies of Indian corals.  

What is genome mapping?  

The genes present in an organism 

control the organism’s appearance 

and function. One therefore needs to 

identify the gene/s that either control 

the adaptive mechanism of a coral to 

the environmental stress or gets 

affected in the process. So we need 

genetic map by which one can isolate 

such a gene. Genetic mapping also 

called linkage mapping can offer firm 
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evidence regarding the position of the 

gene on the chromosome. In higher 

eukaryotic organisms genetic 

mapping has been done successfully 

under the Human Genome Project or 

(HGP) which has helped scientists to 

discover the genes responsible for 

diseases like diabetes, asthma, heart 

disease, cancer, etc. The same can be 

made for the lower eukaryotic 

organisms like corals.  

How is a genetic map created? 

To create a genetic map, tissue 

samples are to be collected from the 

individual organisms of a selected 

species which are affected by the 

disease; in this case environmental/ 

biotic stress that may have caused 

bleaching/ black band disease/ coral 

tumors/ white syndrome/ skeletal 

eroding band, etc., Using various 

laboratory techniques, the scientists 

isolate DNA from these samples and 

examine it for its unique patterns of 

bases found only in the selected 

disease affected organisms. These 

typical molecular patterns are called 

as polymorphisms or markers.  

Before the researchers identify the 

genes responsible for the disease or 

the trait, DNA markers can show 

roughly the position of the genes on 

the chromosome. This is possible due 

to recombination. As eggs or sperm 

develop within a person's (Human) 

body, the 23 pairs of chromosomes 

within those cells exchange or 

recombine genetic material. If a 

particular gene is close to a DNA 

marker, the gene and marker will 

likely stay together during the 

recombination process and passed on 

together from parent to child. So, if 

each individual organism with a 

particular disease or trait also inherits 

a particular DNA marker, chances are 

high that the gene responsible for the 

disease lies near that marker. 

The more DNA markers there are on 

a genetic map, the more likely it is 

that one will be closely linked to a 

disease gene - and the easier it will be 

for researchers to zero-in on that 

gene. One of the first major 

achievements of the HGP was to 

develop dense maps of markers 
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spaced evenly across the entire 

collection of human DNA.  

What are genetic markers? 

Markers themselves usually consist 

of DNA that does not contain a gene, 

however they can tell a researcher the 

identity of the person a DNA sample 

came from. This makes markers 

extremely valuable for tracking 

inheritance of traits through 

generations of a family, and markers 

have also proven useful in criminal 

investigations and other forensic 

applications. 

Although there are several different 

types of genetic markers, the type 

most used on genetic maps today is 

known as a microsatellite map. 

However, maps of even higher 

resolution are being constructed using 

single-nucleotide polymorphisms, or 

SNPs (pronounced "snips"). Both 

types of markers are easy to use with 

automated laboratory equipment, so 

researchers can rapidly map a disease 

or trait in a large number of family 

members. 

Such a genetic map, if created, will 

become the basis of finding the genes 

responsible for various  traits in the 

corals and to study the adaptive 

mechanisms of the coral with respect 

to environmental stress, coral 

evolution and may lead to assist in 

the better implementation of 

environmental management plans. To 

conclude, genes hold the keys to the 

future of every organism. 

Uma Navin Malviya 

1/14, Navin Asha CHS,  

Rambaug Lane No. 0, 

Kalyan (w)- 421301 

Maharashtra 

Email: uma.n.malviya@gmail.com 
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 Global Positioning Systems 

(GPS) is widely known as Global 

Navigation Satellite System 

(GNSS). 

 First developed by the United 

States Department of Defense 

 It Consists of twenty four GPS 

satellites in medium Earth orbit 

(between 2000km to 35,786 km) 

 It is used mainly for navigation, 

mapping and surveying. 

 GPS provides specially coded 

satellite signals that can be 

processed with a GPS receiver, 

enabling the receiver to compute 

position, velocity and time. 

 A minimum of four GPS satellite 

signals are required to compute 

positions in three dimensions and 

the time offset in the receiver 

clock. 

 Accuracy and precision of data 

increases with more satellites. 

 The GPS receiver computes 

position using trilateration.  

 
GPS systems consist of 3 major 

segments. i.e. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Applications- 

Surveying, Mapping, Military 

Operations & Surveillance, 

Automobiles, Aircraft 

navigation, Water navigation, 

Agriculture, Marine, Networks 

(Rail, Road, etc), Weather 

Prediction etc. 
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The Indian Peafowl 

(Keeping the common species common) 

 

The Indian Peafowl (Pavo cristatus), also called the Blue Peafowl or Common Peafowl, 

is native to India and Sri Lanka. It is the national bird of India. Because of its legendary 

beauty, it was domesticated more than 2000 years ago, and has since been exported to 

many other countries. The familiar bird with the beautiful display feathers is actually the 

male, or peacock—the female bird is called a peahen, and young are called peachicks.  

[Peacock – Male]     [Peahen – Female] 

 

Peafowl are classified with the pheasants in the taxonomic family, Phasianidae, and are 

thus related to partridges, quail, chickens and turkeys. There is one other peafowl species 

in the genus Pavo: Pavo muticus, the Green Peafowl. 

Description 

The male Indian Peafowl, commonly known as the peacock, is one of the most 

recognizable birds in the world. These large, brightly colored birds have a distinctive 

crest and an unmistakable ornamental train. The train (1.4-1.6 meters in length) accounts 

for more than 60% of their total body length (2.3 meters). Combined with a large 

wingspan (1.4-1.6 meters), this train makes the male peafowl one of the largest flying 

birds in the world. The train is formed by 100-150 highly specialized upper tail-coverts. 

Each of these feathers sports an ornamental ocellus, or eye-spot, and has long 

disintegrated barbs, giving the feathers a loose, fluffy appearance. When displaying to a 
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female, the peacock erects this train into a spectacular fan, displaying the ocelli to their 

best advantage. 

The more subtly colored female Peafowl is mostly brown above with a white belly. Her 

ornamentation is limited to a prominent crest and green neck feathers. Though females 

(2.75-4.0 kg) weigh nearly as much as the males (4.0-6.0 kg), they rarely exceed 1.0 

meter in total body length. 

Diet 

Indian Peafowl do most of their foraging in the early morning and shortly before sunset. 

They retreat to the shade and security of the forest for the hottest portion of the day. Food 

includes grains, insects, small reptiles, small mammals, berries, drupes, wild figs, and 

some cultivated crops. 

 

Indian Peafowl Natural History and Habitat Facts 

Peacocks and peahens can live for at least 15-20 years in captivity, but they probably do 

not live as long in the wild: 

 The natural habitat of peafowl is dry open forest. The birds remain on the ground 

most of the time and do not fly long distances. 

 In the wild, peafowl nest and feed on the ground, but roost high in the trees, 

ascending early in the evening. 

 The eerie call of the peafowl is often heard when rain is approaching. 

 The white peacock, seen more often in captivity, is a genetic mutation, rather than 

an albino bird. 

 Peafowl tend not to get on well with other domestic animals. 

 Although their natural ranges do not overlap, the Blue Peafowl and the Green 

Peafowl, native to Southeast Asia, can interbreed. The resulting hybrid bird is 

called a Spalding. 

 

Courtship and Breeding Facts 

Peafowl will breed at about two years of age; however, the peacocks’ magnificent display 

feathers continue to grow until the birds are six years old. Peahens tend to prefer the 

peacock with the most spots on his feathers, so older males have more breeding success: 
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 The display feathers of the peacock are replaced each year during the breeding 

season, and are lost in late summer. They are not tail feathers but tail coverts called 

a train. The tail feathers are hidden underneath the train and help to support it. 

 Peacocks have specially selected locations where they display their trains to entice 

peahens. When one or more peahens approach, the display feathers become erect 

and form a beautiful fan. The male then does a characteristic courtship dance. 

 Successful peacocks form a harem with up to five peahens. 

 A typical nest contains three to five dull brown eggs, which hatch in about one 

month. 

 Peachicks are cared for by peahens. 

 

Conservation and Relationship with Man:  

The Indian Peafowl is the national bird of India and is protected under Schedule I of the 

Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Under this, poaching of the species is prohibited but there 

is an exemption on the domestic trade in naturally shed peacock feathers and articles and 

trophies made from them. However, export of feathers or articles made from them is 

completely banned. 

Conservation status 

The Indian Peafowl is listed as Least Concern species  in the Red List of 

International Union for Conservation of Nature (BirdLife International, 2OO8), 

probably owing to its widespread distribution, occurrence of locally abundant semi-

feral populations, and protection  from  people on religious grounds.  In India, it is 

given the utmost protection by inclusion in the Schedule I of Indian Wildlife Act, 

1972. Although the train feathers of  the  Indian  Peafowl are traded for various 

reasons, it is not included on any Appendix of  the Convention on International  Trade 

of  Endangered Species perhaps on the claim that these feathers are naturally fallen 

ones during annual molt of  the species, and also that  the scale of   trade  across 

international  border is still to be understood. 

Threats 

The Indian Peafowl is under threat from various quarters that include the demand for 

feathers and wild meat, conflict with farmers during cropping season, increased use of 
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chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and habitat degradation.  An adult peacock has 

about 2OO tail feathers, which it sheds from August onwards; fully-developed new 

feathers appear in February (Sharma 1974; Ali & Ripley 198O).  The fallen 

feathers are collected and sold in local markets and the birds are also reportedly 

killed to increase revenue return. Other threats include habitat degradation and loss 

- more significantly from conversion of their habitat to agriculture, habitation  and 

industrial growth, poisoning to counter crop  damage, consumption of eggs  and 

fat extracts  for alleged medicinal values, and killing for wild meat  (del Hoyo et 

al. 1994; Chakkaravarthy  2OO2). Although these threats are believed to be causing an 

alarming decline in populations, the magnitude and pattern of the effects in different 

parts of the country are yet to be quantified. 

What has to be done? 

Urgent efforts are to be made to understand the habitat and population status of the 

species through field based research and in situ conservation projects.  The actions 

required are: (1) mapping of habitat and distribution status of the species across the 

country,  inside and outside protected areas; (2) time series analysis of habitat 

change to quantify the rate of change  and identify  high-risk  areas and potential 

sites for further affirmative action; (3) estimation  of  population size by 

established count methods; (4) intensive ecological investigations in representative 

sites in major bio-geographic zones with focus on the effects of threats in relation to 

breeding success and survival  probability; (5) quantification of trade, with details 

on source and people involved; and (6) undertaking outreach activities to sensitize 

local communities, which may be carried out by a network of ‘student clubs’ (e.g. 

National Green Corps) throughout the country.  

The  reason  for the  precarious  status  of many  species including peafowl is the 

consistent bias towards endangered species and conservation  interventions  that  

are based on restrictive  models.  This approach overlooks common species when 

planning and implementing research and conservation schemes. Though this policy 

was essentially triggered by limited resources and a desire to safeguard a few 

charismatic species thought to be highly threatened, it has remained the major 

conservation policy even though our understanding of biodiversity conservation 
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issues has increased substantially. In practice, this does not encourage imaginative 

thinking about alternative options and mobilizing resources for a broader plan. This 

myopic approach often results in common species becoming threatened, and thus 

requiring greater human and fiscal resources than would have been the case if some 

thought had been given to broader conservation issues. Therefore, while 

concentrating on threatened species management, efforts should simultaneously be 

made to mobilize resources and develop strategies for ‘keeping the common 

species common’.  

 

Nikunj B. 

Gajera 
Project Scientist 

Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology 

Bhuj-Kachchh 
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How Can a Scientist Not be 

Spiritual ! ! 
An ancient Sanskrit scripture 

reads “yat pinde tat brahmande” which 

means whatever is there in the tiniest 

atom is there in the universe and 

whatever this universe has is present in 

the tiniest atom. While growing up as a 

science student I was conditioned to 

realise that science and spirituality 

cannot go hand in hand until I myself 

dwelled into the spiritual world as a 

scientist and Eureka! very soon this 

realisation dawned upon me that science 

and spirituality are inseparable. 

 Science says first bring proof and 

I shall believe; whereas spirituality says 

first believe then you will have the 

proof. In the laboratory the tiniest 

microbe I could see through the 

magnification of the microscope made 

me wonder about this beautiful creation 

with such meticulous planning about 

even its tiniest organelle. Similarly, 

dwelling deeper into meditation brought 

me to the level of same kind of 

astonishment with overwhelming 

gratitude so where is the controversy? 

Science and spirituality, both, at their 

zenith, bring oneself to the same epitome 

where one realises the oneness of this 

entire creation.  The laws of nature 

which state that ‘energy can neither be 

created nor be destroyed, but it can only 

be converted from one form to another’ 

we were made to mug up in our classes 

became so personified when I realised 

that we are nothing but energy and body 

is matter which is made up of the 

elements which get recycled back into 

the nature but the energy that is the 

‘spirit’ is eternal which surpasses the 

various forms, time and space. This 

strikes a chord in us and we realise that 

science and spirituality go hand in hand.  

In our country our ancient sages 

were the best scientist with a flavour of 

spirituality. Each and every invention 

and discovery has a proof in our 

scriptures. Say for example our 

aeroplanes, which are very new to us but 

even during the ancient days our 

scriptures say that there were ‘vahana’ 

which travelled through ‘aakash marg’ 

i.e. sky. Right from earth’s shape to the 

meaningful ‘zero’ our spiritual scientists 

had it all. It’s just that we need to unfold 

it and dwell a little deeper inside to find 

these answers which are ever existing 

and eternal ....shashvat. 

Seema Sharma 

Principal Investigator, WOS-A, 

DST, 

Department of Earth and 

Environmental Science, 

KSKV Kachchh University, Bhuj, 

Gujarat. 

Email: 

seemabhargavsharma@gmail.com
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Events in GUIDE 

Dr. V. Vijay Kumar, Joint Director has attended one day seminar on “Quality 

Improvement in Higher Education” held on 11
th

 September, 2013 at Mahatma 

Mandir, Gandhinagar; organised by the Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat, 

Government of Gujarat. 

The seminar was graced 

by the valuable presence 

and active participation of 

the Honourable Chief 

Minister of Gujarat State, Honourable Education Minister (Higher and Technical 

Education) and Honourable Minister of State Education, Lord Bhiku Parekh, Shri. 

Hasmukh Shah, Principle Secretary–Education and Secretary-Technical Education 

and Vice Chancellors of Gujarat State.  

GUIDE has published a book on 

“Forests and Wildlife of Kachchh – A 

Natural Heritage” in collaboration with 

Kachchh Circle of the Gujarat State 

Forest Department. The book was 

released through the Honourable Chief 

Minister of Gujarat State in “Kachi 

Cultural Programme” on 14
th

 August 2013 at Bhuj-Kachchh.   

Dr. V. Vijay Kumar, Joint Director was selected a “Senate Member” of the 

K.S.K.V. Kachchh University, Bhuj-Kachchh till March, 2018. 

Dr. V. Vijay Kumar, Joint Director and Dr. Arunkumar Roy Mahato, Scientist 

have attended an important discussion on “Fodder Security of Gujarat” organised 

by Sh. Kantisen Shroff, Shrujan, Kachchh. Eminent personalities participated in 
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the meeting including Sh. Pusphadhanbhai Gadvi (Ex. MP, Kachchh) and Sh. R. 

L. Meena (CCF, GSFD, Junagadh). 

Dr. A. P. Singh, Member Secretary of Gujarat State Biodiversity Board visited 

GUIDE and held discussion with the scientific community of GUIDE on 12
th

 

August 2013.  

Sh. R. V. Asari, Director has attended the workshop on “Biodiversity” held on 12
th

 

August 2013, organised by Shajeevan, Bhuj-Kachchh. 

Sh. Shibaji Bose, Communication & Documentation expert from Kolkata visited 

GUIDE during 2
nd

 and 4
th

 September 2013 in connection with collaborative 

research project on “Climate Change and Uncertainty Below and Above” with 

STEPS Centre of the Sussex University, UK.  

Participation 

Dr. Arun Kumar Roy Mahato (Scientist) has participated and presented a paper 

titled  “Linkage Between Culture And Biodiversity: A Case Study in 

Chhotanagpur Plateau, Jharkhand” in the International Conference on “Conserving 

Biodiversity for Sustainable Development (INCCBSD-2013)” Organized by 

Department of Biotechnology and Medical Engineering, National Institute of 

Technology, Rourkela, INDIA on 16-18
th

 August 2013. 

Dr. Arun Kumar Roy Mahato (Scientist) has been invited as Resource Person to 

present a lecture titled “Role of Indigenous culture on Conserving Biodiversity” in 

UGC-Sponsored Refresher Course on “Tribal studies” at UGC Academic Staff 

College, Ranchi University, Ranchi on 24
th

 August 2013.     

Publication 

Rohit Patel, A. K. Roy Mahato, V. Vijay Kumar and R. V. Asari 2013. Status of 

the medicinal plants in Tharawada-Gandher Reserve Forest of Kachchh, Gujarat 
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and the ethno-medicinal practices of local community. Journal of Medicinal 

Plants Studies 1(4):1-10. 
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FORTH COMING CONFERENCES 

 

National Conference on Heavy Metal in Environment (www.hme2013.in), 28 - 30 

November 2013, Kottayam, Kerala, India. 

National Conference of Plant Physiology- 13-16, December 2013, 

(ncpp13@gmail.com), Junagadh, Gujarat, India. 

International Conference on Indian Ornithology (ICIO-2013), 19-23 November, 

2013 (icio@sacon.in), Anaikatty, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India. 

2nd International Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change (ICBCC 

2013), 17th to 18th November 2013, (http://www.icbcc.org/), Abu Dhabi, United 

Arab Emirates. 

4th International Conference on Biology, Environment and Chemistry (ICBEC 

2013) 23rd to 24th November 2013, (http://www.icbec.org/) Phuket, Thailand. 

3rd International Conference on Environment and Bioscience (ICEBS 2013), 23rd 

to 24th November 2013 (http://www.icebs.org/), Phuket, Thailand. 

Ist Journal Conference on Environmental Science and Development (JCESD 2014 

1st), 24th to 25th January 2014 (http://www.ijesd.org/jcesd/1st/), Macau, China. 

International Conference On Biological, Chemical And Environmental Sciences 

(Bces-2014), 21-22 January, 2013 Patong Beach, Phuket, Thailand 

(http://www.iicbe.org/2014/01/21/36), Phuket, Thailand. 

The 2nd Conference on Environmental and Economic Impacts on Sustainable 

Development, 14th to 16th May 2014 (http://www.wessex.ac.uk/impact2014), 

Ancona, Italy. 

4th International Conference on Environment and Industrial Innovation (ICEII 

2014) 12th to 13th March 2014 (http://www.iceii.org), Penang, Malaysia. 

Asian Fish Biodiversity Conference, 12th to 13th February 2014, 

(http://www.afbc2014.com),  Gurney Drive, Penang, Malaysia. 

3
rd

 World Conference on Marine Biodiversity (WCMB-2014) 12-16 October, 

2014 in Qingdao, China. 
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2rd International Environment Science and Biotechnology (ICESB 2013), 29th to 

30th December 2013, (http://www.icesb.org)  Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

 

2nd International Conference on Integrative Biology Summit-04 Aug 2014 → 05 

Aug 2014; Chicago, United States; 

http://www.integrativebiology2014.conferenceseries.net/index.php 

contact: Paul Wesley ; phone: [1-888-843-8169]; 

email:integrativebiology2014@omicsgroup.co 

 

World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling, 08th -11th Jul 2014; Vilnius, 

Lithuania; http://www.resourcemodellingconference2014.com/-contact: 

email:contact@resourcemodellingconference2014.com 

 

The International Conference on Coelenterate Biology; 01th -06th Dec 2013; 

Eilat, Israel, weblink: http://www.iccb2013.com; contact: Vikki Hyman Address: 

60 Medinat Hayehudim Street, Herzeliya 46766; phone: [9723 576 7730]; email: 

iccb@iccb2013.com 

 

4th International Conference on Environmental Pollution and Remediation- 11 

Aug 2014 - 13 Aug 2014; Prague, Czech Republic; weblink: http://icepr.org; 

contact: email: info@icepr.org. 
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